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Environmental Infrastructure Inquiry
Chris Chesterfield
Chris Chesterfield works at the CRC for Water Sensitive Cities. He chairs the Birrarung Council created by the Government to act
as the ‘voice of the Yarra River and has also recently chaired a number of Ministerial Advisory Committees that have made
recommendations for Melbourne’s natural (green) infrastructure.
This is a personal submission.

Introduction
Melbourne’s opens spaces are being enjoyed more than ever by a population seeking relief from lockdown. The Enquiry
provides a timely opportunity to explore the importance of green infrastructure in servicing our need for connection with nature
and places to recreate.
My message to the Inquiry is straightforward and draws on the recommendations of the Yarra River Protection Ministerial
Advisory Committee, 2016.






Melbourne is undergoing its third great wave of population growth, putting pressure on infrastructure,
services and the environment.
During the past two waves of growth, in the late-19th and mid-20th centuries, the city implemented
visionary responses and it’s largely because of these past phases of planning and investment that
Melbourne has until now been able to sustain its liveability and a reasonably healthy natural
environment.
A third wave of planning and investment in open space and green infrastructure is now needed to
underpin liveability as our population grows, we live more densely and our lifestyles change.

Can we repeat the leadership of yesterday?1
In the early 19th century, European colonisers of Melbourne ignored and displaced indigenous knowledge and connections
with country. What grew in their place were initially little more than shambolic frontier towns.
In the Port Phillip colony, the gold rush, the subsequent population and property booms and the lack of city services led to
Melbourne gaining an international reputation as ‘Smellbourne’.
But then over several decades, visionary plans set aside a green arc of parklands and boulevards around the Hoddle grid.
Melbourne constructed one of the world’s earliest sewerage systems. The forested headwaters of the Yarra River were reserved
for water supply. Melbourne is today, one of a handful of major cities in the world, drawing its natural water supplies from
closed catchments.
And so, together with profound social and cultural changes, the shambolic frontier town transformed into ‘Marvellous
Melbourne’.
Then came world wars and intervening Great Depression. These were times of austerity and sacrifice. Remarkably little
investment in open space and green infrastructure occurred over these decades.
The 1956 Melbourne Olympics was perhaps the event that signalled Melbourne’s awakening from that somewhat bleak period.
It was again time for optimism and vision with the post-War population boom well underway.
The 1954 Melbourne Metropolitan Planning Scheme reflected this growing optimism and highlighted the potential for a network
of open spaces across the rapidly expanding city but it took time to build momentum for its implementation.
By the 1970’s sprawling development had virtually doubled the metropolitan area of Melbourne. Post-war scarcity meant
services such as the sewerage system had not kept up. The Yarra and our waterways and the Bay were neglected and
becoming grossly polluted. There was community pressure to tackle pollution problems caused by industry and unsewered
suburbs
In 1971, the Victorian Environment Protection Authority, the second EPA in the world, was created to regulate industry. State
and federal governments made a huge investment in sewering the suburbs.
The City’s planners revived the earlier vision for Melbourne’s open space network along with the idea of green wedges and
development corridors. Greater prosperity and community expectation secured the investment needed to deliver it.
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World Urban Parks is emphasising the importance of Leadership and Legacy and will be stressing during the
UN‐Habitat Urban October 2020 the importance of Leadership and Legacy as a key response in Build Back
Better (Pers Comm – Neil McCarthy CEO World Urban Parks)

The 1971 Metropolitan Plan identified open space corridors for our waterways including the Yarra. Land began to be acquired
to build this network and the trail systems that connects it.
Victoria became known as the ‘Garden State’ in 1974 principally because of Melbourne’s vision for an extensive network of
green open spaces across the City.
This period stands out as Melbourne’s second great wave of visionary planning and investment and it has left us with a
wonderful legacy of a world class network of open space, much of it built around waterways and Port Phillip Bay.

Where to today?
As Melbourne grows to become the country’s largest city with over 8 million people, sustaining or improving urban liveability is a
massive challenge that will require a vision and an ongoing commitment to deliver it by future governments over many
decades.
Do we have the policies and institutions with the capability to deliver such a new vision?
Rather than ‘shaping’ our cities, many of our state institutions are dominated by cost and efficiency goals that drive a ‘city
servicing’ mindset.
Melbourne is in danger of exhausting the legacy of the last “city shaping” phase of visionary planning and investment in green
infrastructure. This all but ended in the 1980s.
By 1992, the Melbourne, the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works had been abolished. It once had responsibility for
town planning, parks, waterways and floodplain management as well as water and sewerage services. It used the
Metropolitan Improvement Fund (raised from city-wide property levies) to plan and deliver the City’s green infrastructure
including land acquisitions.
Where is the equivalent capability today? Our practitioners have the knowledge, skills and understanding to better plan for
these complex city needs, but this is not enough to shape a better future for coming generations. Without a vision and effective
policies and institutions to deliver it, we will risk ad hoc and wasteful decision making and investment. The result will be poorer
community well-being and less economic prosperity.
The entrenched cost efficiency or ‘city servicing’ mindset is an all-too-narrow and short-term policy setting in an era of
unprecedented urban population growth.
Expanding suburban fringes will lack amenity and a healthy environment that may entrench disadvantage. Existing suburbs
also need to improve quality, access and connectivity of public open space.
Green streetscapes and open space and tree cover are important for amenity. This includes countering urban heat in a
warming climate. Coordinated investment in green infrastructure can also unlock new economic opportunities for our cities.
Has the Global Pandemic changed the International Approach?
The COVID19 pandemic is impacting cities and societies globally. The scale and speed of disruption have been significant, and
the economic and social impacts are uncertain and likely to persist for years. There has been an increased burden on the
health system, deteriorating mental health, changes in organisations and individuals work arrangements, and a global
economic downturn. It has become clear that the availability and quality of environmental infrastructure2 has been crucial in
the initial pandemic response phase as well as creating resilient and robust cities for the future.
As many countries and cities prepare to lift or augment restrictions on community activities and reopen economies, it is critical
to focus on investment in environmental infrastructure, World Urban Parks has defined a pathway to recovery that can guide
cities3. It is clear that progressive Cities and administrations around the world are shifting dramatically in approach (Legacy &
Vision) and understanding of the value of parks, waterways and nature. There is also dramatic innovation in the concept of
green infrastructure and how to provide it.

Three potential reforms
As the past has shown, little will happen without an effective city shaping capability. Significant policy and institutional reforms,
guided by a new vision are essential to ensure a healthy environment, community well-being and the liveability and prosperity
of Melbourne in the decades ahead. There are three essential elements to reform, namely;
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Bring together responsibility for planning and managing parks, waterways and coasts in the greater Melbourne region
(Port Phillip and Westernport) under coordinated governance arrangements;
Review and reform the funding of these functions currently provided by the Waterways and Drainage Charge and
Parks Charge which total around $350 million in revenue each year;
Introduce/legislate a requirement for living infrastructure requirements as a component of all infrastructure investments
such as North East Link and the Suburban Rail Loop.

Meaning: parks and open space, sporting fields, forest and bushland, wildlife corridors and waterways.
World Urban Parks Statement and Pathway to Recovery Document

1.

Coordinated governance

The Yarra Ministerial Advisory Committee (2016) highlighted that the Yarra River and its parklands (and Melbourne’s natural
infrastructure generally) is the legacy of two eras of visionary planning combined with a commitment (and investment) to
implement the plans across several decades.
Melbourne is in its third and largest wave of population growth. As we move well beyond 4 million residents, the liveability that
Melbourne relies on for its economic attractiveness and prosperity, is being challenged.
The government is already investing in upgrades to our major water and transport infrastructure to cater for this population
growth. The MAC’s view was that the same focus and attention should also be applied to the protection and development of
all Melbourne’s parklands and urban natural places.
The institutional arrangements for waterways and parklands are currently separated with a strong focus on efficient service
delivery – the MAC questioned whether this ‘city servicing’ structure is able to deliver the more integrated, multi-objective and
joined up decision making approach that is required for ‘city shaping’ strategic planning and infrastructure delivery that will
require years of effort and strong collaboration with local government and other stakeholders.
In its view, the growth of Melbourne will need a major focus on the provision of open space and parklands and that this should
be integrated with waterway management and the management of the coasts and bays to provide a city-wide integrated
network of blue and green spaces planned and managed for the enjoyment of current and future Melburnians. It would be
the environmental equivalent of the major infrastructure build that is currently being undertaken and would be a truly cityshaping initiative. It would provide the opportunity for this generation to contribute the ‘third wave of visionary planning’ to the
development and growth of Melbourne.
This integrated model is the basis of the recent creation of the Greater Sydney Parklands Agency by Minister Rob Stokes in NSW.
The Minister’s discussion paper, ‘A 50 year Vision for Greater Sydney’s Open Space and Parkland’ has borrowed significant
elements of its narrative from the Yarra MAC report.
To implement this much broader agenda would require bringing together the combined roles, capabilities and strengths of
Melbourne Water, Parks Victoria, local government and key parts of the Department (DELWP) into a dedicated entity that is
focused on the protection and improvement Melbourne’s waterways, parklands, coasts and bays as urban natural assets.
Action 24 in the Government’s Yarra River Action Plan is:
Establish a Taskforce that brings together the skills of the Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (DELWP) with
the Traditional Owners, Parks Victoria, Melbourne Water, VicRoads, Environment Protection Authority, and local governments
to:
•Investigate the benefits of combining waterway management, open space, bay and coastal parkland
management for greater Melbourne.
•Establish ongoing collaborative governance arrangements between DELWP, Traditional Owners, Parks Victoria,
Melbourne Water and local government to:
•deliver an integrated vision and strategy for Melbourne’s natural infrastructure
•realise the synergies from coordinated delivery of related projects from the updated Plan Melbourne, Water
for Victoria, Port Phillip Bay Environmental Management Plan (EMP) and Yarra River Action Plan
•establish long-term funding arrangements for developing and maintaining urban natural infrastructure
•report to the Victorian Government on an improved integrated institutional model for delivery of major
natural infrastructure in Melbourne.
This could also include an examination of non-government models that enable communities and businesses to be more
involved4

2.

Review and reform the funding

The integrated institutional model discussed above, was the original vision of the Minister for Conservation and Environment,
Mark Birrell when Melbourne Parks and Waterways (MPW) was created in 1992 from the breaking up of the MMBW. MPW was
funded by the Metropolitan Improvement Fund property rate which was reformed by Minister Birrell to become the Parks
Charge. MPW put in place a long term strategy and funding program known as Open Space 2000 which included significant
assistance to help local government with strategic open space initiatives including land acquisition. MPW also invested in major
open space upgrades including the transformation of Albert Park.
MPW became Parks Victoria after a merger with the National Parks Service in 1996 which changed its focus and culture to
conservation and diminished its role to something akin to a contract service provider to the State. It no longer directly received
Parks Charge revenue which is now administered through a trust fund under the Secretary of DELWP where it has languished
without reform for more than 20 years. The Parks Charge is currently not subject to any regulatory oversight and the allocation
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There are many successful Governance models internationally and an examination of the Central Park and National Park
City models will provide a range of opportunities. The South Australian Government have adopted the National Park City
model for the future of Adelaide.

of funds is not transparent so it is unclear what strategic goals drive the investments and services it supports. Revenues have not
kept up with the demand for services.
This contrasts with the Waterways and Drainage Charge which Melbourne collects from property owners across the Port Phillip
and Westernport region. This enables Melbourne Water to fund a substantial program of works to manage the Yarra River and
all the waterways of the region. It has a clear long term program for these waterways and generally well defined targets and
service levels. This includes a number of grant programs to support local government, community groups and rural landholders.
The need for the waterways and drainage related services provided by Melbourne Water, the cost of those services and the
price of the Waterways and Drainage Charge is subject to regulation by the Essential Services Commission (ESC). Melbourne
Water has undertaken considerable reforms to the charge under the watchful eye of the regulator including expanding the
area of coverage by 40% and moving from property value based charges to a flat charge for all residential and rural
customers. Revenues have grown in line with services.
Currently, there is no open space or natural infrastructure strategy for the Melbourne region. Natural infrastructure initiatives and
funding tend to result from ad hoc announcements and lack connection to strategic foundations resulting from extensive
engagement with community and stakeholders.
Action 30 of the Yarra River Action Plan was to undertake a broad based review of the Melbourne Metropolitan Parks Charge.
This was in response to the recommendations of the Ministerial Advisory Committee.

3.

Living infrastructure requirements

The importance of understanding the broad concept of liveability and wellbeing5 is crucial and over the last decade the role
that green infrastructure plays has become more significant.
Investments in grey infrastructure are typically based on the lowest cost to deliver a narrow set of service outcomes. For
example, water projects that construct a treatment plant may be cheaper for a water authority operating under commercial
guidelines but deliver less community value or possibly negative community value if it reduces rather than enhances natural
values important to the community such as landscape and recreation amenity or biodiversity.
When we invest in grey infrastructure we tend to see nature as something that is incidental to our everyday actions and
investment. Nature exists as a left over element in our cities. Nature exists in our cities where we have protected it and is
something separate to much of the urban fabric. Grey infrastructure projects usually have goal to minimise impacts on nature
and the environment. We accept them as a negative.
This is a recipe for incremental decline in the liveability and sustainability of our cities. Alternatively, the city can be thought of as
a living system which is being constantly created by our everyday actions.
In this view of the ‘city in nature’, all infrastructure investment should strive to recognise and integrate with nature and urban
ecosystems. This is the thinking behind the City of London’s plans for it to become the world’s first national park city.
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A broad concept adopted by the NZ and ACT Governments ‐ https://www.act.gov.au/wellbeing/home

The figure above challenges the thinking of cities as dominated by grey infrastructure when in fact, great cities like London are
dominated by their green or natural infrastructure and it is this infrastructure which defines much of their character and supports
its liveability and economic competitiveness. In this view, our cities are a collection of habitats and ecosystems supporting not
just humans but many other plant and animal species which provide us with essential services and benefits.
In order to reverse the incremental decline in the liveability and sustainability of our cities, every infrastructure project should be
assessed on the basis of its contribution to a broader living Melbourne vision. Every project should identify how it will contribute
to the city’s habitats and ecosystems by producing a Living Infrastructure Plan or Strategy. An example is the Strategy
prepared by the Melbourne Metro Tunnel project (attached) A ‘net gain’ requirement for all grey infrastructure to be
demonstrated through a living infrastructure plan for every project will help to prevent mitigate this incremental decline
This could be made a policy or preferably a legislated requirement for a living infrastructure as a component of all infrastructure
investments such as North East Link, Suburban Rail Loop. The State Government could also consider establishing a Living
Infrastructure Advisory Panel to review plans for major projects.
Melbourne Water has taken a proactive approach to ensuring that all Victorians gain the greatest value from the waterways
and associated assets. They have achieved this, at least in part, by seeking independent guidance from leading experts
through the Melbourne Water Liveability Panel.
This approach, which should be adopted more broadly and build into future governance arrangements, enables a broad
discussion around how all infrastructure functions in an integrated manner.

